Compressed Air Receiver Inspection Report
Report No:
Owner

Address:

Contact Person

Customer No:

Tel no:

Email:

Inspection Company:

Inspection Date:

Inspector:

Inspection Type:

Tel no:

Email:

Inspector

Air Receiver Details
Receiver Model no:

Receiver Serial No:

Receiver Manufacture:

Receiver Manu Date:

Type: Vertical/Horizontal

Volume:

Design Pressure

Test Pressure

Hazard Level:

Design Reg Number:

External Receiver Inspection Reportings
1

Is the receiver securely anchored to the ground

2

Are the supports designed for anchoring the receiver

3

There are no flammable liquids in the vicinity of the receiver

4

Is the receiver positioned in a way that the tag and gauge can be seen

5

Does the pressure gauge have a red line indicating the Max pressure

6

Are there isolation valves on the discharge of the vessel

7

Is there any external corrosion that could affect the wall thickness

8

Is the vessel in good condition ie: no dents, cracks or modifications etc

9

Is the max compressor pressure less than the max design pressure of the vessel

10

Does the data plate aline with the provided paperwork or the receiver

11

Is there a pressure relief device fitted

12

Is the pressure relief valves pressure equal to or less than that of the receiver

13

Is the pressure relief valves installed at a safe level

14

Is the drain valve located at the lowest point on the receiver

15

Test the function of the drain valve, drain tested ok?

Is the Receiver fit for service
Corrective actions for any "No"s above or any other observations.

References: AS/NZS 3788, Pressure Equipment - In-Service Inspection

Internal Receiver Inspection Reportings
Note: confined space permit may be required if entering the receiver, consult owner.

1

How was the inside of the receiver visually inspected: __________________________________________________

2

Is there minimal to no corrosion or erosion

3

Is there minimal to no sludge build up

4

Is the condensate/liquid able to freely drain to the drain point.

5

If required has a ultrasonic thickness testing been carried out
Is the Receiver fit for service

Corrective actions for any "No"s above or any other observations.

If a Ultrasonic thickness test has been carried out please outline the results

References: AS/NZS 3788, Pressure Equipment - In-Service Inspection

